In this paper, the global linearizai (inversion) of ngid-body rotational dynamics is reviewed and representations in tenns of quatrnions and direction cosines are compared. Certain properties common to quaterions and direction cosines that make their use preferable to Euler angles and that simpify the inversion procedure are described. Applications of the inversion procedure for state estimation and attitude control are discussed. To avoid complexities caused by aerodynamics, an example of direct inversion for linear feed>back control of spacecraft Ade is given.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of linearization of nonlinear systems by inversion has received much at in the past several years, especially in aerospace and robotic control applications [1-51. The inverson proedure has also been shown to be advantageous for use in state-estimation applications [6,71. It is unnecssary to elaborate upon the desirability of using linear methodolgy for control or estimation of a nonlinear system. Ideally, the linearization results in an exact cancellation of nonlinear terms; it can be thought of as a nonlinear version of pole-zero cancellaton. For tations of rigid-body dynamics without aerodynamic effects, the inversion is achieved by applying coordinate tansformations. This paper addreSses the inversion of rigid-body rotational dynamics and illusaes its application for attitude fornulations in terms of direction cosines and quaternions. (It is well-known that an Euer-angle formulation, although readily invertible, is unsuitable for representing large-angle maneuvers.) Te intent of the paper is largely tutorial; it reveals the smilarities in structe and the diffences in performance for the two attitude formulatis co ide However, some apparently little-known prope s shared by the quaternion and directioncosine form ons are described that simplify their inversion and subsequent applikaon for estimation and control. (2) whee the (cij) are the direction cosin.
The usual way to express the iematic equation that describes the evolution of the dirction cosnes when the body is rotating with angular velocity with respect to the inertal fame is CBI =--(wx)CBIX w =(Pqr)t (3) where the cross-product operator is a matrix defined as The paper consists of three major sections. In the first section, a way of expressing the direction-cosine Lc3x (6) to demonsae the inversion prcedure. First, multiply both sides of Eq. (6) (8) c+a1,+a0c=aOc
Next, differentiae both sides of Eq. (8), and use the identities ctc=Ot ttt=o (9) to obtain the expression for angulacceleration where c* is a cman atit, and ao, al are scalars, adjusted to achieve a particular damping and naural frequency. Now, let denote an applied external torque, which is to be computed from 'c=J w+ wAxjw (15) r.=C a /2 (10) Hence, Ute kinematic relation of Eq. (6) is invertible, as shown schematically in Fig. l(a) . In fact, that diagm illustrates a state-estimation application of the inversion procedure for flight-data filtering or smoothing. In Ue estimation application, the input w and the itial conditions (in the smoothing case) are provided by the estimation algorithm. Note that the state equations are linear (represented by decoupled integrator strings), and that nonlinearities appear only in the expressions for the outputs (Euler angles, angular rates, and aclerations). This formulation significantly improves Ute efficiency of the state-estimation algorithms [6, 7] . Note The resulting attitude control system is shown in the block diagram of Fig. 2(a) 
The corrsponding state-etimation model for the quatrnion attitude formulaon is shown in Fig. l(b) Fig. 2(a) , but based on quatenions, has been described by Wie et al. [10] . Although (24) A block diagram for the control system is shown in Fig. 2(b) . In this case, the measure of attiude error is given by Figs.l(a) and (b) indicate that e two attitude-control system formulations will exhibit similar performance for small-angle commands. However, the direction-cosine system of Fig. 2(a) is limited to following commands in the range ±l80°, while the quatenion system of Fig. 2(b) can follow commands in the range ±360(. Although these facts are well-known to industry practitioners, they are worth emphasizing here. The peformaxe of the quatenion system for roll-angle commands of 270( and -90°is shown in Fig. 3(a) . The important difference in the directioncosine and quaternion formulations, however, i that the latter exhibits a maximum attitude error amplitude for commands of ±1800, for which the former system exhibits no error at all. The quatemrion system should, therefore, be more robust in responding to lare-angle commands. This property is demonstrated by the responses of the two systms for roll commands of 1750 shown in Fig. 3(b) .
For the simulation results shown here, it was assumed that the spacecraft inertia matrix was known exactly, and the system gains were adjusted for critical damping, with ao = 100, a1= 10 . Note thatalthough the direction-cosine elements of Eq. (14) or the quaternion elements of Eq. (27) will exhibit the desired linear response to a command, the attitude behavior in an Eulerangle sense is deternined by the nonlinear relations 
